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Lit glass is a medium unto itself… Its brilliant glow
makes magic of any space and mystery of every shadow
In Samuel Decker’s hands the magic and mystery of glass comes alive. Samuel specializes in large-scale handblown art glass installations and unique light fixtures that show off the brilliance, mystery and magic of lit glass.
This Pacific Northwest artist’s modern, abstract pieces are painstakingly and lovingly created from many pieces
of hand-blown glass, often resembling floral and sea patterns when completed. Samuel often combines his art
glass with metal, resulting in grace and solidity captured in enchanting harmony. Each piece of art that Samuel
creates is hand made at his studio in Eugene, OR.
This folio is a sampling of Samuel’s current offerings designed primarily for the hospitality industry, plus a few
images of past custom work.
(Note: Waves, flowers, circles, etc. require external spotlights provided by others; FireboxX lamps are internally lit.)
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FireboxX
Featured New Design
A tower of burning boxes was the inspiration for this new design. Hand-blown glass and hand-fabricated steel
structures combine to make a strikingly unique table or floor lamp. The glass “boxes” are made using a
method which encapsulates many small bubbles in the glass creating a striking effect, both in how it lights up
from within and how it projects a pattern of light on a wall. Two sizes of boxes (6” or 12”)are offered, stacked
in various heights: from a table or counter-top single-box lamp on up to an 8 foot tall floor lamp. Sizes and colors configurable to your specifications.

Equipoise Series
Abstract multi-piece, wall or ceiling-mounted glass installations suggesting flowing water or any other
symmetrical flowing pattern. Pieces can be mounted horizontally, vertically, geometrically, etc. Colors,
sizes and arrangements configurable to your needs.

Giant Glass Flowers
Hibiscus Water Lily Daffodil

Beautiful alone or as a group on a wall, as a chandelier or as table top art. Each multi-piece flower ranges in
size from 24”to 36” in diameter. Custom colors and sizes available. Daffodil on front cover.

Going In Circles
Wall mounted glass platters with metal circles. Glass platters vary in size from 12”to 22” in diameter. Designs
available with 1, 3, 5 or more glass platters. Can be made to order with glass colors and metal finishes based
on your needs.

Custom Designs
Samuel has been creating custom designed art installations and lighting fixtures for many years. Pictured
here are just a few examples of his prior work. If you have a special need or an idea you’d like to discuss
please contact us.

About Samuel Decker
Samuel has an innate passion for technique, shape
and color. His talents were recognized by the glass
blowing establishment in Seattle and he quickly
gained a spot on the team for Dale Chihuly, where
he worked for nine years. He has blown glass in
Finland and Murano and has assisted many world
renowned artists. He founded Samuel Art Glass,
LLC in 2007.
Every piece of glass and metal in his artwork is
handcrafted in his studio by Samuel and his team;
and is of the highest quality.
Samuel’s artwork includes: ceiling, wall and floorstanding installation pieces, lighting fixtures, vases
and other art objects. Most of his works are multimedia, incorporating metal or wood with the glass.
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